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Abstract: Facing the untrusted threats of network elements and PKI/CA faced by SR-BE/TE(Seg- 10

ment Routing-BE/TE) data plane in the zero-trust network environment, firstly, this paper refines it 11

into eight specific security issues. Secondly, an SR-BE/TE data plane security model ZbSR(ZTA- 12

based SR) based on zero-trust architecture is proposed, which reconstructs the original SR control 13

plane into a "trust-agent" two-layer plane based on 4 components of the controller, agent, crypto- 14

graphic center and information base. On one hand, we distinguish between the two segment list 15

generation modes and proposes corresponding data exchange security algorithms, by introducing 16

north-south security verification based on identity authentication, trust evaluation, and key agree- 17

ment before the terminal device establishes an east-west access connection, so reliable data exchange 18

between terminal devices can be realized. On the other hand, for the network audit lacking SR- 19

BE/TE, a network audit security algorithm based on solid authentication is proposed. By auditing 20

the fields, behaviors, loops, labels, paths, and SIDs of messages, threats such as stream path tamper- 21

ing, SID tampering, DoS attacks, and loop attacks can be effectively detected. Finally, through the 22

simulation test, the proposed model can provide security protection for the SR data plane with a 23

19.3% average incremental delay overhead for various threat scenarios. 24

Keywords: zero trust architecture; segment routing; security model; controller; trust; audit 25

26

1. Introduction 27

Segment Routing (SR) was born out of MPLS, and it revolutionized MPLS by deleting 28

LDP and RSVP label distribution protocols and adding source routing features, which 29

significantly improved the simplicity of network co24ntrol and the ability of super-large- 30

scale networking [1]. Because of its stateless, easy deployment, cross-domain, and other 31

excellent features, SR fully embodies the new network development concept of "applica- 32

tion-driven network". Now, it has been supported by OpenDaylight open source SDN 33

controller and Linux system, which can strongly support the end-to-end traffic scheduling 34

of IP network and programmable reconfiguration of the software-defined network [2] and 35

become the key technology of SDN/NFV in the next step [3]. 36

SR can be divided into SR-MPLS and SRv6[4] according to the data plane encapsula- 37

tion method, and can also be divided into SR-BE(SR Best Effort) and SR-TE(SR Traffic 38

Engineering) according to the implementation mode, in which the SR-BE mode deter- 39

mines the Segment list by the head node through the IGP shortest path; in SR-TE mode, 40

the SDN controller or SR PCE sends the Segment list to the head-end node through PCEP, 41

BGP, BGP-LS, XML, and NETCONF, or the head-end node can automatically generate the 42

Segment list through ODN(On-Demand Next-hop) mechanism, or the operator can ex- 43

plicitly configure it through CLI, NETCONF, etc. The source routing characteristics of SR 44

enable it to specify the key nodes of the traffic path at the head node, and guide the traffic 45
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through any path based on the Segment ID (SID), which achieves a delicate balance be- 46

tween control granularity and control simplicity, but also brings new available conditions 47

for attackers to accurately attack the specified links or devices in the domain. However, at 48

present, the academic circles focus on the functional research of SR, such as principle anal- 49

ysis [5], protocol expansion [6], technology implementation [7], and system integration 50

[8], the research on its security is insufficient, especially the systematic solutions to the 51

threats such as message forgery, identity fraud and node failure faced by its data plane is 52

less. 53

What aggravates the threat faced by SR is that the network environment is also ac- 54

celerating the transition to weak trust and zero trust, and Zero-Trust Architecture (ZTA) 55

emerges at the historic moment. This architecture focuses on replacing the default trust 56

granted by traditional network boundary security models (such as firewall, NAT, VPN) 57

through dynamic trust based on multi-factor authentication and fine-grained authoriza- 58

tion, to change the security boundary form between the host and the object from fixed 59

hardware to software definition, to fundamentally solve zero trust threats. The progres- 60

sive nature of ZTA is mainly reflected in the following aspects: the network boundary 61

security models grant long-term trust based on single verification, lacks the traffic inspec- 62

tion inside the boundary, and is challenging to resist threats such as traffic eavesdropping 63

and loopback attacks; while ZTA grants temporary trust based on each verification, which 64

changes the paradigm of trust granting, and implements the security policy of "binding 65

users and devices as network agents, authenticating and granting trust based on network 66

agents, and dynamically authorizing according to trust" [9], replacing fixed boundaries 67

with dynamic identities, and blocking the lateral movement of attackers [10]. 68

Focusing on providing the SR-BE/TE data plane security scheme for the zero-trust 69

network environment, this paper applies ZTA to SR-BE/TE and proposes a data plane 70

security model of SR-BE/TE based on ZTA: ZbSR (ZTA-based SR), which focuses on the 71

security of data plane switching device. In this model, the original SR control plane is 72

transformed into a trust plane and an agent plane based on four security components: 73

controller, key center, agent, and information base. Aiming at the two untrusted functions 74

of data exchange and network audit of SR-BE/TE data plane, two list acquisition modes, 75

Segment list generated by switching device in SR-BE/TE and list issued by controller in 76

SR-TE, are distinguished, and the corresponding data exchange security algorithms based 77

on trust evaluation are proposed respectively, that is, before the data exchange in east- 78

west direction data plane terminal device via routing device of SR-BE/TE, in the north- 79

south direction, firstly, it carries out identity authentication based on device information 80

comparison, trust evaluation based on recommendation trust reasoning, and key negoti- 81

ation based on encryption and digital signature to support it to establish a trusted connec- 82

tion; besides, this paper proposes a network audit security algorithm based on strong au- 83

thentication, which can detect the attack representations of different threats by auditing 84

the fields, behaviors, loops, labels, paths and SID information of the messages in various 85

directions. Through simulation test and analysis, the proposed model is helpful to deal 86

with different threats faced by SR-BE/TE data plane. 87

In summary, the main contributions of this article are as follows: 88

(1) 8 kinds of SR-BE/TE data plane security problems facing zero-trust network envi- 89

ronment are put forward, and the technical combination basis of SR and ZTA basic func- 90

tion models is summarized;  91

(2) a security model of SR-BE/TE data plane based on ZTA is designed and imple- 92

mented. For the untrusted function of the SR data plane, two security algorithms of data 93

exchange and network audit are proposed, and 4 sub-algorithms of identity authentica- 94

tion, trust evaluation, key agreement, and loop audit are proposed; 95

(3) the effectiveness of the proposed architecture is proved by cost analysis and sim- 96

ulation, and the shortcomings of high cost and lack of fault self-recovery ability are also 97

found. 98
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This paper mainly consists of 5 sections, among which, the second section summa- 99

rizes and puts forward SR native security mechanism, primary routing security mecha- 100

nism, SR-BE/TE data plane security problem for the zero-trust network environment, and 101

basic function models of SR and ZTA. The third section expounds the architecture design, 102

component functions, security algorithms, security overhead, and so on of the ZbSR 103

model. In the fourth section, based on the EVE-NG simulation environment, the security 104

performance and overhead of the ZbSR model and the other two types of SR function 105

models are compared and tested. The fifth section summarizes the full text and looks for- 106

ward to the following research. 107

2. Related works 108

At present, as there is no molding solution to the threats faced by SR in the zero-trust 109

network environment, this section mainly summarizes 7 kinds of SR native security mech- 110

anisms and 6 kinds of existing mainstream routing security mechanisms, puts forward 8 111

kinds of SR-BE/TE data plane security problems for the zero-trust network environment, 112

and analyzes the coupling basis of SR and ZTA basic function models. 113

2.1 SR native security mechanism and primary routing security mechanism 114

Literature [2][11] points out the native security mechanisms adopted by SR, summa- 115

rized into 7 categories in this paper. As shown in Table 1, these security mechanisms can't 116

cope with threats such as control plane message tampering, denial of service attack, to- 117

pology based on devices in the domain, and label detection. 118

Table 1. SR native security mechanism 119

security mechanism Implementation method Threat against 

Source routing 
The head node of the flow encapsulates the label stack to specify the 

flow path. 

Malicious 

drainage 

Trust domain 

Only the source route is used in the domain, and the source route in-

formation is cleared by setting the C-flag flag in SRH when the data 

packet leaves the domain. 

Label leakage 

Package validation 
RFC8754 stipulates that the optional TLV object field of SRH in SRv6 

message carries HMAC TLV. 

SRv6 data mes-

sage tampering 

load leveling 
Anycast-SID will balance the traffic from a single node to multiple 

nodes. 

Single point 

failure 

fault detect 

Local trigger (such as bidirectional fault detection BFD), remote intra-

domain trigger (IGP flooding), remote cross-domain trigger (updated 

by BGP-LS), end-to-end SR Policy survivability detection, explicit can-

didate path verification and dynamic candidate path recalculation. 

- 

failure recovery TI-LFA node protection - 

Service hiding 

Use the “mpls ip-ttl-propagation disable” command to hide the multi-

hop MPLS network as a single-hop network, thus invalidating the trac-

eroute command. 

Traditional to-

pology detec-

tion, inter-do-

main topology 

detection 

By binding the SR Policy of the specified domain to BSID, users outside 

the domain cannot obtain the topology within the domain based on the 

candidate path information. 

Literature [12-22] puts forward a variety of mainstream routing security mechanisms, 120

summarized into 6 categories in this paper, as shown in Table 2. These mechanisms did 121

not consider the label and source routing characteristics of the SR network, and could not 122

directly migrate to the SR scene, nor did they consider and deal with the threats they faced 123

as a whole, so their universality was limited. 124

Table 2. Main routing security mechanisms 125

Security mechanism Examples 

Identification  

inspection 

StackPi algorithm for judging the security of forwarding path based on check stack iden-

tification [12]; SNAPP algorithm for verification by adding message integrity verification 

code (MIC) at sender and intermediate node [13] 

Node verification 

The ICING mechanism checks the received data packets by deploying authentication 

servers in each node of the network, but it brings high transmission overhead [14]; OSP 

algorithm grants a certificate between the source and the router, and the intermediate 

node verifies the data packet according to the certificate, which improves the inspection 

efficiency but increases the management overhead [15]. RPKI uses digital signature and 
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certificate to authenticate routing source, which can effectively prevent route hijacking 

[16]; due to the limited deployment of RPKI infrastructure, Tomas and others put forward 

DISCO, which is based on distributed trust architecture to authenticate routing [17] 

Trusted hardware 

TrueNet mechanism deploys trusted computing module (TCB) in each node of the net-

work, and determines malicious links through multi-node security information negotia-

tion [18] 

centralization of con-

trol 

SDN architecture is usually adopted, such as VeriDP algorithm, which verifies whether 

the data is transmitted normally through control plane policy, thus improving the accu-

racy of network behavior detection [19]. DFL mechanism collects the verification infor-

mation of nodes in the transmission path in a centralized way, but it is difficult to avoid 

a single point of failure [20] 

collaborative filtering 

RISP uses RPKI to protect the inter-domain communication of source address, and com-

pletes traffic filtering through the cooperation of server, alliance center and AS border 

router [21] 

New technology 
Using blockchain to build a distributed trust framework can be used for inter-domain 

routing protocol to realize IP address prefix authentication [22] 

2.2. SR-BE/TE data plane security for zero-trust network environment 126

Based on the above analysis and the premise that "no user, device or application are 127

trusted in the zero-trust environment", this paper defines the SR-BE/TE data plane secu- 128

rity problem in the zero-trust network environment as threats of untrusted network ele- 129

ment and PKI/CA, which is divided into 8 categories, as shown in Table 3. It can be seen 130

that these problems can be attributed to the unreliable data exchange and network audit 131

function of the SR-BE/TE data plane and the lack of relevant security mechanisms. 132

Table 3. SR security issues for zero-trust network environment 133

Security issue Specific description Major threats 

Untrusted 

network  

element 

Eavesdropping 

and replay 

After the tag of source node and data packet is obtained by 

eavesdropping, the explicit path of downstream traffic of 

eavesdropping point will be obtained directly, and replay 

attack can be realized by replaying normal identity mes-

sages to access the network. 

Confidentiality 

and  

Authenticability 

Message  

forgery 

SR is usually only verified at domain boundary devices. By 

means of routing protocol flooding mechanism, forging con-

trol plane protocol messages, or modifying packet headers, 

it can change critical flow paths or occupy specific link 

bandwidth, create routing loops, drop traffic, intentionally 

report errors and other consequences, and destroy link load 

balance or block network communication. 

Integrity 

Denial of  

service attack 

According to the SR protocol, when the "segment left" field 

is non-zero, the router in the domain needs to send ICMP 

messages to the source address of the data packet. Attackers 

can use this to force SR nodes to generate and send a large 

number of ICMP messages, thus realizing DoS/DDoS at-

tacks. 

Usability 

Identity  

deception 

Because all the nodes in the SR trust domain are under the 

unified control, it is usually impossible to implement iden-

tity deception in the domain, but the nodes outside the do-

main may access the SR network as nodes in the domain. 

Confidentiality 

and  

controllability 

Intra-domain 

detection based 

on back door of 

device 

By detecting and using the back door of network device, the 

tag information and data packet payload generated by con-

trol protocols such as OSPF for SR are obtained by grabbing 

packets or tampering with forwarding table entries, and the 

MPLS/IPv6 tag stack information in them is analyzed to ob-

tain the node tags, link tags and topological relations of 

downstream device. 

Controllability 

and  

confidentiality 

In-domain de-

tection based 

on social  

Log in to the device in SR domain without credit by means 

of social engineering such as cheating passwords, obtain the 

label and topology information stored by the device by 

Controllability 

and  

confidentiality 
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engineering at-

tack 

means of show command, CLI, SNMP and NETCONF with 

the help of device maintenance and management tools, and 

use the device as a sniffing springboard and OAM functions 

such as MPLS tracert and MPLS ping of SR-MPLS network. 

Construct attack messages with different label stacks and 

specific TTL to detect network topology, nodes and links 

hop by hop. In the network which multi-source manufactur-

ers' devices using different control standards coexist, spring-

board detection is easier to succeed. 

Failure of intra-

domain node 

Due to the lack of stable label release mechanism, modifying 

SRGB of SR router, assigning used labels to it or configuring 

MPLS label range will lead to service interruption, and the 

device needs to be restarted. 

Usability 

PKI/CA  

failure 

Infrastructure  

failure 

Attackers captured network security infrastructure such as 

PKI/CA through APT attacks, which led to the failure of 

traffic encryption in SR domain. 

Confidentiality 

and  

Authenticability 

2.3. Coupling foundation of SR and ZTA basic function model 134

135

(a)SR basic function model                    (b) ZTA basic function model    136

Figure 1. SR basic function model and ZTA basic function model 137

Figure 1(a) and (b) are the basic functional models of SR and ZTA, respectively, in 138

which components with similar functions are identified with the same color. As shown by 139

the red line and blue line in Figure 1(a), there are two generation modes of Segment list in 140

SR basic function model: self-generation of network element and issuance of the control- 141

ler; SDN controller, as its control engine, lacks the trust engine for managing trust and 142

internal and external information sources, PKI, logs and other components for storing 143

identity in ZTA model of Figure 1(b), which leads to its unreliable data exchange and 144

network audit functions. Therefore, the two functional models have a certain coupling 145

foundation, and the ZTA trust engine can be integrated into the SDN controller. 146

3. SR-BE/TE Security Model (ZbSR) Based on ZTA 147

Based on the above analysis, the ZbSR security model proposed in this paper is 148

mainly composed of trust plane, agent plane, and data plane, as shown in Figure 2, in 149

which the trust plane is composed of the controller (C), key center (K) and information 150

base (D), which is connected to the data plane through agent plane, and whitelist access 151

control is established between planes, which is responsible for centralized control, authen- 152

tication and trust calculation of data plane devices, in which the controller is based on the 153

expansion of the original SDN controller of SR architecture. The agent plane consists of 154

agent (A) connected in series to each SR data plane device, responsible for providing se- 155
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curity agency services such as encryption, auditing, and reporting. The data plane is com- 156

posed of switching devices such as SR router (R) and terminal device such as host (H), 157

which is responsible for generating data and transmitting traffic. 158

159

                      Figure 2. ZbSR security model 160

The ZSR model is modeled with symbols and definitions in Table 1. 161

3.1. ZbSR model component function and modeling 162

The function of the ZbSR model component is that the controller calls the key center 163

(for managing keys) and the information base (for managing and storing identity infor- 164

mation) to control the subordinate plane based on trust, and the agent provides security 165

agency services for the data plane. 166

3.1.1 The controller (C) 167

The controller consists of the original SDN controller and the trust engine expansion 168

module. It is responsible for realizing access control, path delivery, and other functions 169

based on authentication and trust calculation. 170

(1) Segment list issuing 171

In SR-TE, a path is issued for the data plane by generating a Segment list, the Segment 172

list SL is shown in formula (1). 173

 1 2 3, , ,.., , , , ,i j nS SID SID SID IL = SID S D SID 
                          (1) 174

(2) Authentication and authorization 175

Referring to the security design based on identity control access [24][25] in Software- 176

Defined Perimeter (SDP) [23], the trust engine of the controller performs identity authen- 177

tication and trust evaluation on the devices in the domain, and then implements the min- 178

imum authorization [26], and then the authentication and authorization results are 179

handed over to the SDN controller, which issues control signaling. The access subject and 180

object 5-tuple authorization information Credit is modeled as shown in formula (2), where 181

Smac and Dmac represent the MAC addresses of the access device and the visited device 182

respectively, SID and pSID represent the Prefix Node SID assigned by the access device 183

and the visited device respectively, and P represents the access protocol. 184
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Cre {Smac ac+ }
def

dit Dm SID P pSID                       (2) 185

 According to the ZTA concept, the authorization mode can be divided into central- 186

ized authorization and separate authorization. Centralized authorization means that after 187

authentication and trust evaluation are carried out on the network-connected devices, the 188

list of accessible devices and protocols is granted in a centralized way in the form of an 189

authorization list. As shown in formula (3), the authorization list contains 6 types of in- 190

formation, among which, Di, Certi, tCerti, PKDi, P and KD(i) respectively represent the acces- 191

sible device i, the access certificate of device I, the lease period of the access certificate of 192

device i, the public key of device i, the access protocol and Separate authorization means 193

that device A needs to verify authorization every time it accesses device B through the 194

new protocol. At this time, the authorization information is shown by formula (5), includ- 195

ing the access certificate of device B, the lease period of the access certificate of device B, 196

the public key of device B, the access protocol, and the traffic encryption key. Compared 197

with centralized authorization, separate authorization not only achieves fine-grained con- 198

trol but also brings more overhead. Therefore, this paper sets two authorization modes 199

that can be switched as needed.  200

{ , , , , , }
A

A

A A Cert DList D Cert t PK P K
                          (3) 201

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

{ , , ,..., }

{ , , ,..., , }

{ , , ,..., }

{ , , ,..., }

{ , , ,..., }

{ (1), (2), (3),..., ( )}

n
A A A A A

n

n

n

n

A A A A A

Cert Cert Cert Cert Cert

D D D D

D D D D

A A A A A

D D D D D

D D D D D

Cert Cert Cert Cert Cert

t t t t t

PK PK PK PK PK

P P P P P

K K K K K n

 
 
 



 





                           (4) 202

( ) { , , , , ( )}B
A

B A

A A B B DCert
List B Cert t PK P K B

                          (5) 203

(3) Rules issuing 204

Before the SR source node starts streaming according to the Segment list, the control- 205

ler issues security rules for preventing path tampering to the agents of each node in the 206

list, detailed in section 3.2.2. 207

(4) Device control 208

The controller centrally controls all devices in the domain, centrally configures their 209

Prefix-SID to prevent the attackers from tampering, and timely removes the failed devices 210

from the list of available devices and recycles their SIDs; storing the suspected malicious 211

device behavior found in the detection into the information base, disabling its access cre- 212

dentials and reporting to the network administrator when the negative feedback accumu- 213

lation causes its trust to be lower than the threshold; provide the central working clock for 214

each component of the system and provide a unified time reference. 215

(5) Keys scheduling 216

Through the agent plane of the controller, the key center is called to centrally distrib- 217

ute the traffic encryption key and other keys to the protocol peers that have been author- 218

ized successfully. 219

3.1.2 Key Center 220

The key center is used to centrally control the keys in the domain and prevent the 221

potential safety hazard of key decentralized configuration [27]. It adopts the popular 222

"symmetric password-asymmetric password" mixed encryption mechanism [28], in which 223

the fast symmetric password is used for traffic encryption/decryption, and the slow asym- 224

metric password is used for key exchange and signature verification; because ZTA doesn't 225

trust public PKI/CA, the key center is used as the private CA in the domain to issue digital 226

certificates to the terminal devices in the domain [29]. The managed keys include traffic 227

encryption key KD, key-encryption key KeK, its own public and private keys Kpub and Kpri, 228

and the public and private keys Rpub and Rpri of each terminal device. All keys are replaced 229
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regularly to prevent abuse. To simplify the configuration, duplicate keys can be config- 230

ured for the nodes in an SR Anycast group. The use of all kinds of keys can be divided 231

into 4 steps, as shown in Figure 3. 232

Step1 K preallocates the public and private keys for all terminal devices, sends them 233

through C, deposits them in A, and replaces them regularly; 234

Step2 K allocates 𝐾𝐷 and KeK as needed for data exchange between Hi and Hj, which 235

is issued by C, stored in A, and replaced regularly; 236

Step3 Ai and Aj use the public and private keys of Hi and Hj to negotiate KD and KeK; 237

Step4 Hi and Hj exchange data with KD and KeK. 238

239

Figure 3. ZbSR key usage process 240

3.1.3 Information base 241

The information base is used to store and manage device authentication information 242

and protocol authorization information. The device authentication information is related 243

to authentication information of the device itself, such as username/password, SID, 244

router-mac, etc. [30], which is determined by the formula (6), and the protocol authoriza- 245

tion information is related to the protocol authorization. Such as Whitelist of connection, 246

routing protocol type PR, link Adjacency Adjij, port number Interface, peer IP address IPp, 247

etc., are determined by the formula (7), in which Adjij is determined by the adjacency ma- 248

trix of link, as shown in formula (8), which describes the adjacency of device, with 1 indi- 249

cating adjacency and 0 indicating non-adjacency; the Whitelist of connections is deter- 250

mined by the formula (9), which specifies all permitted connections in the domain, and 251

the information in the information base is dynamically updated with the change of net- 252

work devices.  253

( ) { }
def

aI i Uname Upass SID Rmac   
                      (6) 254

( , ) { ( , ) }
def

a i R jP i j Interface Adj i j Whitelist P IP    
                 (7) 255

11 1

1

, (1,0)
m

ij i j

m mm

Adj Adj

Adjacency Adj Adj

Adj Adj

 
   
 
 

K

M M

L
                (8) 256

{( , ),..., ( , ),..., ( , ),...}i j i k kWhitelist SID SID SID A A C
               (9) 257

3.1.4 Agent 258

The agent is used to provide security agency service for data plane devices, and it is 259

directly connected with each SR switching device [31]. There is no direct connection chan- 260

nel between agents, to prevent malicious nodes from bypassing trust plane supervision 261

and direct communication. The agent mainly has 4 functions: key management, path re- 262

port, log record, and behavior audit. Key management means that the agent provides key 263

negotiation agent services for data plane devices; path report implies that after the SR 264

head node generates the flow path, it needs to report the path to the controller through 265
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the agent for decision-making; logging refers to recording the behavior log of SR switch- 266

ing device to trace the malicious behavior; behavior audit refers to auditing the behavior 267

of data plane devices together with the controller according to the network audit security 268

algorithm in Section 3.2.2. 269

3.2 Data exchange and network audit security algorithm of ZbSR model 270

To ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of data in the SR domain, the 271

ZSR model introduces five security mechanisms: packet authentication, data encryption, 272

check and filtering, security audit, and trust renewal. 273

3.2.1 Data exchange security algorithm based on trust evaluation 274

To realize reliable east-west data exchange between switching devices, firstly, based 275

on ZTA's security design of "first authentication, then connection", a UDP-based SPA (Sin- 276

gle Packet Authorization) method is adopted to initiate pre-authentication to the trust 277

plane, and the trust plane carries out the north-south security authentication based on 278

identity authentication, trust evaluation, and key negotiation. Secondly, the terminal de- 279

vice realizes the encrypted traffic exchange by encrypting traffic with a key. Taking the 280

separate authorization mode as an example, the simplified process of terminal H1 access- 281

ing H2 is shown in Figure 4, implemented in two modes: Segment list generation by the 282

network element and Segment list distribution by the controller. 283

284

                        Figure 4. Simplified ZbSR access process 285

(1) Mode for the network element to generate Segment list  286

In this case, the data exchange process is shown in Figure 5, and the pseudo-code of 287

the process is shown in Algorithm 1. 288
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289
Figure 5. Data exchange process in the mode for the network element to generate Segment 290

list 291

Algorithm1 data exchange security algorithm in the mode for  292

the network element to generate Segment list 293

Input: MAC address Smac and Prefix Node SID SID of routing device R1,  

MAC address Dmac and Prefix Node SID pSID of routing device R2,  

Segment list segment generated by device R1, residual transmission flow from R1 to R2, 

trust threshold Th,  

public key 
pubMP  and private key 

priMP  of device H1, public key 
pubSP  and private key 

priSP  of device H2 

Output: the result of data exchange between terminal devices H1 and H2 (1: success; 0: fail)

1. Deploy IACL filtering policy for R1, and filter the access of out-of-domain nodes to the intra-

domain segments according to source IP, destination IP, SRH, etc.   //Prevent service theft. 

2. Headend node R1 automatically generated segment and prepare to send data 

3. A1 and A2 collect Smac, Dmac, SID, pSID of R1 and R2 respectively, and A1 combines above 

information with P to generate Credit

4. A1 submits Credit as SPA package load to C //A1 initiates single verification package to C 

5. C applies for 𝐼𝑎(𝑅1),𝑃𝑎(𝑅1,𝑅2) from D 

6. D provides 𝐼𝑎(𝑅1),𝑃𝑎(𝑅1,𝑅2) to C 

7. C call IAsubalgorithm  according to Credit, 𝐼𝑎(𝑅1)、𝑃𝑎(𝑅1,𝑅2) // Call for authentication sub-

algorithm 

8. if subalgorithmIA (R1, R2)=1

9. then C call TEsubalgorithm //Call for trust evaluation sub-algorithm 

10.   if subalgorithmTE(R1) Th
11.   then C applies to K to allocate KD and KeK

12.     K allocates KD and KeK for C

13.     Establish a bidirectional encrypted connection between C and A1 //mTLS [32] can be 

adopted

14.     C sends 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑅1(𝑅2) to A1 

15.     A1 and A2 represent H1 and H2 respectively, and call KNsubalgorithm // Call for key ne-

gotiation sub-algorithm  

16.     if subalgorithmKN ( , )pub pri pub pri DMP MP ,SP ,SP ,K ,KeK =1 

17.         while flow>0 do

18.            H1 and H2 use KD and KeK to transport encrypted traffic 

19.   flow=flow- 

20.         end while 
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21.         output 0

22.     end if 

23.     output 1

24.   else return 0 

25.   end if 

26.  else return 0 

27. end if 

(2) Mode for the controller to issue Segment list 294

In this case, the data exchange process is shown in Figure 6, and the pseudo-code of 295

the process is shown in Algorithm 2. 296

297

Figure 6. Data exchange process in the mode for the controller to issue Segment list 298

Algorithm2 data exchange security algorithm in the mode for  299

the controller to issue Segment list 300

Input: MAC address Smac and Prefix Node SID SID of routing device R1,  

MAC address Dmac and Prefix Node SID pSID of routing device R2,  

Segment list segment generated by controller, residual transmission flow from R1 to R2, 

trust threshold Th,  

public key 
pubMP  and private key 

priMP  of device H1, public key 
pubSP  and private key 

priSP  of device H2 

Output: the result of data exchange between terminal devices H1 and H2 (1: success; 0: fail)

1. C generated segment and prepare to send it to the headend node, then C ask the headend 

node R1 and the endpoint node R2 to upload their Credit  //If there are intermediate nodes 

between R1 and R2, it is necessary to upload their macs and SIDs.  

2. A1 and A2 collect the Smac, Dmac, SID, pSID of R1 and R2 respectively, and , and A1 com-

bines above information with P to generate Credit

3. A1 submits Credit as SPA package load to C //The following is the same as algorithm 1. 

4. …call … …

5. …call … …

6. …call … …

The authentication sub-algorithm, trust evaluation sub-algorithm, and key negotia- 301

tion sub-algorithm called by algorithms 1 and 2 are shown as subalgorithmIA, subalgo- 302

IAsubalgorithm

TEsubalgorithm

KNsubalgorithm
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rithmTE, and subalgorithmKN. In subalgorithmTE, trust renewal can be implemented for tem- 303

porary trust granted based on security metrics, but this scheme has not been implemented 304

in this paper due to limited research energy. 305

subalgorithmIA authentication sub-algorithm 306

Input: Credit of devices Ri and Rj,  

device authentication information 𝐼𝑎(𝑅𝑖), protocol authentication information 𝑃𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗),  

number of devices to be authenticated l

Output: device identity authentication result (1: true; 0: false) 

1. while l>0 do

2.  C extracts macs from the Credit of Ri and Rj respectively, and records them as Mac1Ri, Mac1Rj

3.  C extract SIDs and macs of Ri and Rj from𝐼𝑎(𝑅𝑖), and record them as SIDi, SIDj, Mac2Ri, 

Mac2Rj

4.  C extract Whitelist from 𝑃𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗)
5.  if 1 2 1 2Ri Ri Rj RjMac Mac Mac Mac     // Compare the identity of devices Ri and Rj  

6.    if // Check whether the connection relationship between Ri and Rj 

belongs to the whitelist

7.    then return 1 

8.    else return 0 

9.    end if 

10.  else return 0 

11.  end if 

12. l=l-1 

13. end while 

                           subalgorithmTE trust evaluation sub-algorithm 307

Input: device r, device set Rm, number of devices in device set m

Output: device trust value

1. Initialize  ,   //  means trust device r completely, while 

means that don't trust device r completely

2. Set the evaluation set to , the trust value of C to the evaluation node is 
, i

aC R
T , 

the threshold value of 
, i

aC R
T  is  , which meeting  ,

//The controller does not grant subjective trust to the switching device, but determines it 

according to the recommendation of other nodes; set the controller's initial trust value to all 

recommenders as 1. 

3. while 0 m 1n   do //filter evaluation set

4. For the evaluation node , calculate the probability that the monitored device r faith-

fully forwards packets and record it as //Take  as the recommended trust 

value of  to r [33]

5. Calculate the current trust value of device r: //Get the instan-

taneous trust value of device r based on the current and previous recommendation val-

ues of all recommenders by weighted average 

6. Calculate the difference  between the recommended trust value 

 from  and current instantaneous trust value of r//This result can reflect the de-

viation degree between the given recommended opinion and the overall opinion, which 

is used as the basis for feedback on the trust degree of the recommender  based on 

i j(SID , )SID Whitelist

 TV r
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his recommendation  

7. Set the threshold of the difference irdv  to , and the reward and punishment fac-

tors are rd and p respectively, which meet the requirements p rd

8. Calculate the trust value of C to the evaluation node i

a
R :

C, C,

C,

C, C,

, ( )
{

, ( )

i i
a a

i
a

i i
a a

irR R

R
irR R

T rd dv Th dv
T

T p dv Th dv

 


 

//evaluate the trust of the evaluation node based on the recommendation feedback 

9.   if
, i

aC R
T 

,
( )i

aC R
Th T

10. then remove i

a
R  form aR  // When the recommender's trust level falls below the threshold, 

it will be removed out of the evaluation set

11.    end if 

12. end while 

13. Set the number of interactions between  and r to

14. //Trust value of device r is the weighted aver-

age of the recommended values from the evaluation set, and the evaluation set size 

( )acard R  and the number of interactions 
,i

aR r
n  between the evaluation set elements and de-

vice r are used for optimization  

15. output  TV r

                         subalgorithmKN key agreement sub-algorithm 308

Input: public key 
pub

MP  and private key 
pri

MP  of 𝐻𝑖𝑘 connected with device Ri, 

      public key 
pub

SP  and private key 
pri

SP  of 𝐻𝑗𝑙 connected with device Rj, 

      data encryption key DK , key encryption key KeK

Output: the result of key negotiation between Hik and Hjl (1: completed; 0: failed) 

1. Ai uses KeK  to encrypt DK
: K ( )

DK Ke D
C E K

2. Ai uses  to encrypt : K ( )
l
j

pub

H

eK SPC E KeK

3. Ai uses 
priMP  to sign DK : KD ( )

k
i

D pri

H

SP DD K  [34]

4. Ai binds the above results to triple message CCK (i, j), so that 

( , ) { , , }
D D

def

K KeK KCCK i j C C D

5. Ai sends ( , )k l

i jCCK H H to Aj via C 

6. Aj receives ( , )k l

i jCCK H H

7. Aj uses 
priSP  to decrypt KeKC : KeK( )

l
j

SPpri

H
KeK D C

8. Aj uses KeK  to decrypt 
DKC : DK = ( )

DKeK K
D C

9. Aj uses 
pub

MP  to authenticate signature KD
D

: ' ( )
k
i

pub D

H

D SP KK E D

10. if KD= KD’

11. then Hik、Hjl save DK 、KeK

12. else alerts the operator, return 0 

13.      return 1 

14. end if

3.2.2 Network audit security algorithm based on solid authentication 309

Due to the lack of audit mechanism for threat representation in SR network, a net- 310

work security audit algorithm is proposed based on ZTA's strategy of solid verification of 311

all behaviors in the domain. The pseudo-code of related process is shown in algorithm 3. 312

The audit content includes the following 6 aspects. 313

(1) Field audit: audit whether the TTL value of the packet header is legal and whether 314

the outbound traffic of the domain egress router has removed the SRH. 315

( )irTh dv
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(2) Behavior audit: audit whether the rate of ICMP information generation reaches 316

the threshold for enabling the ICMPv6 rate-limiting mechanism and whether the traffic 317

which cannot find next-hop to be malicious.  318

(3) Loop audit: if the label stack only uses Prefix-SID, then directly determine whether 319

there is a loop according to the following subalgorithmLP; if the label stack contains Ad- 320

jacency-SID, restore the network topology according to the label stack, and then determine 321

the loop according to subalgorithmLP. 322

(4) Label audit: audit the validity of SRGB labels, SRLB labels of specific border rout- 323

ers, and other external labels. 324

(5) Path audit: audit whether the flow path has been tampered with by malicious 325

intermediate nodes. As shown in Figure 7, the controller issues a segment list {16007} to 326

node 3, and according to the list, issues security rules to all intermediate nodes (node 5 at 327

this time) along the path: the top label of the received packet from the interface from node 328

3 to node 5 should be 16007; otherwise, it is discarded. 329

(6) SID audit: audit whether the SID of a flow path node has been tampered with by 330

malicious intra-domain nodes; it can be divided into two steps. As shown in Figure 8, the 331

controller centrally configures the Prefix-SID, router-id of each device node, imports them 332

into the information database in advance, and synchronizes them to each device node 333

through LSA notifications. Each device node caches its own and other node SIDs to Label 334

Manager (LM); in the first step, when each device node receives a new LSA notification, 335

it will be audited and compared with the SID cached by the LM. It will be considered valid 336

and received only if the matching is successful. If the matching fails, it will report an ex- 337

ception to the controller, then the controller determines whether there is an attack; the 338

second step is to refer to LM and FIB (Forwarding Information dataBase) to audit whether 339

the SID has been tampered with during streaming. If an unrecognized SID is found in the 340

LM, it will be further matched in the information database. If the matching fails, it will be 341

reported to the operator. 342

343

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of SR rule audit 344
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345

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of SR SID audit 346

                         Algorithm3 Network audit security algorithm based on strong authentication 347

Input: Topology 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐿), number of nodes n, number of flows k,

Segment list  1 2 3, , ,.., , , , ,i j nS SID SID SID SID SID IDL S  

Output: Safety audit results (1: passed; 0: failed)

1. Initialize variables j, t, v = 0//respectively represent the current ICMP message generation 

amount, time and ICMP message generation rate 

2. Initialize T,V//Threshold of variables t, v 

3. while t T v V   do// Within the requirements of streaming period and ICMP infor-

mation rate range 

4.   j increments with each ICMP message generated 

5. 𝑣 =
𝑗𝑡

6.   for 𝐼 = 1 𝒕𝒐 𝑀 / // Traverse each agent 

7. Initialize set 𝑃,𝑄 = {∅}//P，Q are used to store all the message headers and label 

stacks of the flows corresponding to each agent respectively 

8.     for 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝐾𝑖 // For each data flow of the agent 

9.       Extract all headers in the data stream to P 

10.      if TTL field of headers are legal 

11.       Extract all tag stacks in the data stream to Q. 

12.       call LPsubalgorithm  // Call the loop audit sub-algorithm 

13.       if ( ) 1LPsubalgorithm SL 

14. if the order of the node labels in the label stack corresponds to the actual topology 

//Tag audit 

15. if all intermediate nodes of flow comply with security rules and SIDs have not 

been tampered with //Path audit and SID audit 

16. then start streaming 

17. if the flow which reaches the node can find the corresponding tag // Be-

havior audit 

18.                      Stream continues 

19. else return 0 // Behavior audit failed 

20. end if

21. return 1 

22. else return 0 //Path audit and SID audit failed 

23. end if
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24. else return 0 //Tag audit failed 

25. end if

26. else return 0 // Loop audit failed 

27. end if

28. else return 0 // Field audit failed 

29. end if

30. end for

31. end for // Field audit completed 

32. end while

33. Discard packet// The packet timed out or ICMP rate exceeded the limit 

34. return 0

The subalgorithmLP called in algorithm 3 is as follows. 348

subalgorithmLP loop audit sub-algorithm 349

Input: Segment list

Output: Loop detection result (1: none; 0: exist)

1. Set the number of intermediate nodes between SIDi and SIDj to 
ijN , and the set of interme-

diate nodes to ijN
F

2. for 1; ;i i n i  

3.   for ; ;j i j n j   

4. if 1 1{ 1, 2,..., } { 1, 2,..., } ij

i

N

i iSID SID SID SID S FID SID SID    //Determine whether 

there are duplicate tags in SL, and the intermediate nodes between any two nodes 

Ri and Rj must not contain the nodes before Ri in the Segment list 

5.      then output 1

6.      else output 0

7.      end if

8.   end for 

9. end for 

3.3 ZbSR model security overhead 350

According to different components, the security cost of the ZbSR model is divided 351

into 6 parts, that is, controller cost, key center cost, information base cost, agent cost, en- 352

cryption cost of terminal devices, and component synchronization cost. Because all kinds 353

of security components run in parallel, in addition to the one-time hardware cost brought 354

by the introduction of devices, the evaluation of system performance cost only needs to 355

pay attention to the time delay item that has the most significant influence on streaming 356

transmission. The related symbols and definitions are shown in Table 4. 357

Table 4. Definitions of symbols in the ZbSR model 358

symbol definition 

M Number of agents 
N Number of device nodes 
N𝑡 Number of nodes in communication 𝑁𝑓 Flow quantity 𝑁𝑓𝑖 Number of streams that agent i flows through 

k1 Flow speed 

k2 Constant 𝑛𝑖 Number of message segments in each stream μ Key update period 

The first is the controller overhead. If the performance allows, controller can be de- 359

ployed single, and it can also be deployed multiple to realize load balancing and disaster 360

 1 2 3, , ,.., , , , ,i j nS SID SID SID SID SID IDL S  
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recovery. The cost is related to the number of devices N it controls, and the cost is associ- 361

ated with the number of streams 𝑁𝑓 when it issues paths and rules. When authenticating, 362

the cost is related to N; when controlling the device, it is only performed when the device 363

leaves the network, or malicious device is generated, and the occurrence probability is 364

small and can be ignored; when scheduling the key, it is only issued to the nodes in com- 365

munication after the key is updated, so the computational complexity of the controller 366

overhead is 𝑂(𝑁 + 𝑁𝑓). The second is the key center overhead. There is only one set in the 367

SR domain, and the cost mainly comes from its regularly key updating, and its computa- 368

tional complexity is 𝑂(𝑁𝑡 ×
𝑘2𝜇 ). The third is the information base overhead. In-domain 369

devices cache commonly used verification information to the local agent, and the infor- 370

mation base only needs to import information when the topology is established, verify 371

information when new users access the network, and update the information when de- 372

vices change, so the overhead is negligible compared with the controller. The fourth is the 373

agent overhead. The agent is used in every streaming for key management, path report- 374

ing, and logging, which is related to 𝑁𝑓𝑖; in behavior audit, the time complexity of field 375

audit is ∑ (𝑘1 × 𝑛𝑖)𝑁𝑓1 : Behavior audit is triggered only when abnormal traffic occurs, and 376

the overhead can be ignored. Other auditing functions are only related to the number of 377

streams 𝑁𝑓𝑖 , so the computational complexity of agent overhead is 𝑂(∑ (𝑘1 × 𝑛𝑖)𝑁𝑓1 + 378∑𝑁𝑓𝑖), namely 𝑂(∑ (𝑘1 × 𝑛𝑖)𝑁𝑓1 + 𝑁𝑓). The fifth is the encryption overhead of terminal de- 379

vices. If hardware devices are used for encryption, the efficiency is high, so the time delay 380

can be ignored. However, if software devices are used for encryption, it will take more 381

time. The sixth is the component synchronization overhead. Usually, there is only one 382

controller deployed in the domain, and the information between agents does not have to 383

be identical, so only the key negotiation and authentication need to be synchronized. Here, 384

the Raft state synchronization technology is implemented according to the flow infor- 385

mation between devices, and the overhead is low and can be ignored. It can be seen that 386

the security overhead of the ZbSR model is concentrated in 3 parts: controller, agent, and 387

terminal device encryption. 388

4 Simulation test and analysis 389

4.1 Simulation Settings 390

OpenDaylight open-source controller is installed based on KVM virtual machine in 391

EVE-NG 3.0.1-16 PRO, and its function is programmed to realize ZbSR controller. Dedi- 392

cated Linux virtual machine is used as agent. Because it is challenging to build private 393

CA, information base, and encryption hardware, and it is not the focus of research, this 394

paper adopts a simplified design and uses virtual machines based on X.509 protocol and 395

DES encryption software to simulate key center. Virtual machine simulation information 396

base based on MySQL database. Due to the lack of mature and comparable SR security 397

models, the ZbSR model is compared with the SR Baseline model and the MFRA model 398

[35], among which the SR Baseline model has been introduced in section 2.3. In the MFRA 399

model, the multi-fault quick recovery and avoidance mechanism based on SR pre-deploy- 400

ment link ring backup is mainly applied, and the configuration of test objects is shown in 401

Table 5. There are 5 security tests and 1 overhead tests: control plane message tampering, 402

data plane loop attack, identity deception, backdoor exploitation, and DoS attack. The 403

simulation network topology is shown in Figure 9, in which the components of the Base- 404

line model and MFRA model are shown by the red box in the figure, that is, they include 405

the SR native network composed of 5 Cisco xrv9k routers and 1 OpenDaylight controller 406

based on KVM; ZbSR model, based on KVM, additionally set an information base, an ex- 407

pansion controller and a key center, and each router is connected with another KVM vir- 408

tual machine as an agent. 409

Table 5. Test object configuration 410
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ZbSR Baseline MFRA 

Physical machine/virtual 

machine operating system 
Ubuntu18.04/ Ubuntu16.04 

Physical machine CPU Core i7-7700 3.6GHz 

Physical/virtual machine 

memory 
32GB/2GB 

controller OpenDaylight 

southbound interface PCEP/NETCONF 

Data plane MPLS 

Additional security mecha-

nism 

Data exchange security algo-

rithm, network audit security 

algorithm 

none 
Backup, multi-failure recovery and 

re-failure avoidance 

411

412

Figure 9. Simulation network topology 413

4.2 Safety performance test and analysis 414

4.2.1 Control plane message tampering 415

Configure the Loopback 0 address of the 2.2.2.2/32 for the R2 device, and assign it 416

SID:16222. At this time, it is found that the next-hop corresponding to the tag 16222 in the 417

source route on the R1 device points to R2 by grabbing the packet with the Wireshark tool, 418

as shown in Figure 10. At this time, the attacker tampered with the control plane message 419

using routing protocol flooding mechanism, etc., set the Loopback 0 address of R4 device 420

to the same 2.2.2.2/32 as R2 and set the link cost value between R1 and R4 to half of the 421

link cost value between R1 and R2. At this time, because the Baseline model use none 422

additional security mechanisms, the MFRA model only takes effect after node and link 423

failures are found. According to the SR mechanism, the next-hop corresponding to R1 424

selection label 16222 will prefer R4. As shown in Figure 11, the traffic path has been tam- 425

pered, which may cause the traffic to enter the untrusted node and result in information 426
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leakage. However, the ZbSR model rejected the tampering of the control plane message 427

by using the security audit algorithm, and the traffic path was not tampered with, still as 428

shown in Figure 10. 429

430
Figure 10. Original control plane message 431

432
Figure 11. Tampered control plane message 433

4.2.2 Data plane loop attack 434

By pressing the MPLS label stack {R1→R2→R3→R4→R1} into the head node to con- 435

struct a loop attack packet, and capturing packets from R1~R4, the message flow of Figure 436

12 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) can be obtained in the Baseline model. It can be seen that the 437

stream starts from R1 (the source IP is 1.1.1.1), and the MPLS labels from R1 to R4 pop up 438

hop by hop. The MFRA model mainly realizes fast route recovery through data plane link 439

backup and does not identify loop attacks as faults, consistent with Figure 12 correspond- 440

ing to the Baseline model. However, the ZbSR model detects the loop attack through the 441

loop audit algorithm, and the above attack consequences do not appear. 442

443

444
(a) The message received by R1 pops up the 16111 label 445

446

447
(b) The message received b) R2 pops up the 16222 label 448

449

450
(c) The 16333 label pops up for the message received by R3 451
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452

453
(d) The message received by R4 pops up the 16444 label 454

455

456
(e) R1 receives the message that the MPLS label stack is empty 457

Figure 12. The process of jumping out MPLS labels from R1 to R4 458

4.2.3 Identity deception 459

To simulate the real network scene, the Iperf tool is used to inject the background 460

traffic with the ratio of normal traffic to malicious traffic of 3: 1. Let the Smac and SID in 461

the Credit information correspond to the mac and Prefix Node SID of R5, the pSID corre- 462

sponds to the Prefix Node SID of R1, R2, and R3, the traffic with P as OSPF/ISIS is normal 463

traffic, and the others are malicious traffic. The recall rate curve of malicious traffic (the 464

probability of malicious traffic being detected and identified) can be obtained by statistics, 465

as shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the ZbSR model can better identify and prevent 466

identity spoofing attacks based on traffic characteristics. In contrast, the Baseline model 467

and MFRA model can filter a small amount of malicious traffic thanks to SR native secu- 468

rity mechanism. 469

470
                     Figure 13. Comparison of malicious flow recall rates in the 3 models 471

4.2.4 Back door utilization 472

By querying the vulnerability inquiry platforms such as CVE, CVND, Seebug, etc., 473

there are no open vulnerabilities of the Cisco XRV9k router, so the original vulnerabilities 474

of other components and the preset test back door were used for testing, among which the 475

real vulnerabilities were CVE-2014-5035 vulnerability of OpenDaylight and CVE-2021- 476

22543 vulnerability of KVM. The preset back door is for a device to report its fault to the 477

controller through telemetry protocol after receiving the specific OSPF protocol LSR mes- 478

sage, and evaluate whether the test passed, fault recovery capability, and attack tolerance. 479

The results are shown in Table 6. It can be seen that the Baseline model can neither recover 480

from the attack nor tolerate the attack. The MFRA model based on backup links can only 481

recover quickly from node failures, but not from the controller and virtual machine envi- 482

ronment failures. ZbSR model can guarantee the continuous service of the network by 483
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tolerating attacks and can identify the source of tracing attacks by security audit algo- 484

rithm, but it takes a long time to recover the fault by the administrator. 485

                Table 6. Comparison of the ability of 3 models to deal with back door utilization 486

ZbSR Baseline MFRA 

Attack 

passability 

Recovery 

ability 

Attack 

tolerance 

Attack 

passability 

Recovery 

ability 

Attack 

tolerance 

Attack 

passability 

Recovery 

ability 

Attack 

tolerance 

OpenDaylight 

vulnerability 
 , slower   × ×  × × 

KVM vulnera-

bility 
 , slower   × ×  × × 

OSPF preset 

backdoor 
 , slower   × ×  , faster × 

4.2.5 DOS attack 487

As shown in Figure 14, the horizontal axis is the network running time, and the ver- 488

tical axis is the network processing capacity, which is measured by the retention rate of 489

the source route generation rate (this value is 1 when the network is normal). DoS attack 490

started at 20 seconds. It can be seen that after a brief decline in the processing capacity of 491

the ZbSR model, the malicious traffic was filtered after the interface injected with mali- 492

cious traffic was found by traffic audit, and the processing capacity gradually recovered. 493

The processing ability of the Baseline model drops rapidly after malicious traffic is in- 494

jected; in the MFRA model, the network processing capacity is temporarily restored be- 495

cause the backup link is enabled after the congested link is detected, but the backup link 496

also quickly becomes congested. 497

498

Figure 14. Comparison of the decline of the processing capacity of 3 models 499

4.3 Performance overhead test and analysis 500

The streaming transmission delay of the 3 models in the network with 5, 11, and 15 501

nodes is shown in Figure 15. 502
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503
             Figure 15. Comparison of streaming transmission delay of 3 models 504

It can be seen that when software encryption is not turned on (ZbSR (unencrypted)), 505

compared with the Baseline model and the MFRA model, the time delay of the ZbSR 506

model increases by 18.2%~22.7% (average incremental time delay is 19.3%) and 507

8.5%~12.3% (average incremental time delay is 10.4%), respectively, and the proportion of 508

time delay increased compared with MFRA model decreases with the number of nodes. 509

After software encryption is turned on (ZbSR (encrypted)), the delay of the ZbSR model 510

is further improved, which is 37.4%~41.1% higher than that of encryption without it, 511

which is consistent with the cost analysis in section 3.3. Considering that if the application 512

layer of the SR network terminal device has a mature encryption mechanism, there is no 513

need to enable the terminal device encryption of the ZbSR model, and the Baseline model 514

and MFRA model will also significantly increase the delay after encryption is turned on, 515

so the security cost of the ZbSR model is regarded as 19.3% of the average incremental 516

delay compared with the Baseline model when encryption is not turned on. To reduce the 517

security overhead of the model, we can consider introducing particular data encryption 518

components to replace software encryption in the terminal device; besides, the ZbSR 519

model should be configured on-demand to focus on auditing the backbone network nodes 520

with a large degree of nodes or large flow. 521

5 Conclusion and future work 522

This article analyzes the untrustworthy security problems of network elements and 523

PKI/CA in the zero-trust network environment of SR, and points out that it can be at- 524

tributed to the untrustworthiness of SR data exchange and network audit functions, but 525

there is no corresponding supporting security mechanism at present. Focusing on the ap- 526

plication of ZTA in the SR-BE/TE network to improve its data plane security performance, 527

this paper proposes a ZbSR data plane security model based on ZTA and the correspond- 528

ing data exchange and network audit security algorithms. Through simulation test, the 529

proposed model can provide various security protection for SR-BE/TE data plane, but also 530

exposes its disadvantages of high-security cost and lack of automatic fault recovery capa- 531

bility. In the next step, we will focus on the hardware design of security components, the 532

improvement of the trust evaluation algorithm for trust renewal, and the incremental net- 533

work attack surface introduced by the model. 534
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